Dynamic properties of retino-geniculate synapses in the cat.
Simultaneous recordings from relay cells in the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) and their retinal afferents were used to examine the rules governing the transmission of spikes across the retino-geniculate synapse. Retinal spikes that terminate short retinal interspike intervals are much more likely to be transmitted across the synapse than spikes terminating longer intervals. This facilitation can be observed for interspike intervals as long as 50 ms when retinal firing rates are low, but the range of effective intervals decreases exponentially as retinal firing rate increases. Contribution, the fraction of LGN spikes triggered by an individual retinal afferent, is typically much higher during visual stimulation than during maintained activity, and these differences are unrelated to presynaptic or postsynaptic firing rate. It is suggested that this effect is a manifestation of increased synchronization of spikes among retinal afferents to the geniculate cell during structured visual stimulation, and that this synchronization offers a means of enhancing signal-to-noise ratio at the retino-geniculate synapse. Cross-correlograms between geniculate burst spikes and retinal afferents often contain two distinct peaks; a short latency peak that results from direct coupling between burst spikes and retinal input spikes, and a longer latency peak that represents indirect coupling in which retinal spikes trigger the calcium spike underlying the burst. Direct coupling is most likely to occur for the later spikes in the burst, and is present regardless of whether the calcium spike underlying the burst is triggered by the same or a different retinal afferent. These results further illuminate the relationship between tonic and burst modes of retino-geniculate transmission and indicate that bursts in LGN relay cells can be viewed as a mechanism of signal amplification, producing signals whose timing is potentially related to the temporal structure of a stimulus, independent of presynaptic and postsynaptic firing rate. This mechanism also appears to capitalize on the synchronization that is present among parallel retinal afferents to a geniculate cell.